Motivation: Segmental duplications are common in mammalian genomes, but their evolutionary origins remain mysterious. A major difficulty in analyzing segmental duplications is that many duplications are complex mosaics of fragments of numerous other segmental duplications. Results: We introduce a novel measure called duplication distance that describes the minimum number of duplications necessary to create a target string by repeated insertions of fragments of a source string. We derive an efficient algorithm to compute duplication distance, and we use the algorithm to analyze segmental duplications in the human genome. Our analysis reveals possible ancestral relationships between segmental duplications including numerous examples of duplications that contain multiple, nested insertions of fragments from one or more other duplications. Using duplication distance, we also identify a small number of segmental duplications that appear to have seeded many other duplications in the genome, lending support to a two-step model of segmental duplication in the genome. Availability: Software for computing duplication distance is available upon request.
INTRODUCTION
Segmental duplications, or low-copy repeats, are relatively long, nearly identical sequences found in many copies in a genome, but distinct from high-copy (retro) transposon sequences. Segmental duplications are common in mammalian genomes, and current estimates suggest that 5% of the human genome consists of segmental duplications > 1kb in length with ≥ 90% sequence identity (Bailey and Eichler, 2006) . Many of these segmental duplications are recent alterations in the human genome, occuring after the separation of Old World monkey and great ape lineages (Horvath et al., 2005) , and it has been proposed that some segmental duplications contain genes under strong positive selection (Ciccarelli et al., 2005) . Moreover, segmental duplications are implicated in disease-causing rearrangements and copy-number polymorphisms in human populations (Bailey and Eichler, 2006) .
The exact mechanism by which these large segments are duplicated and transposed to other genomic loci is not well understood. Studies of the human genome sequence revealed the surprising fact that most segmental duplications are found within complex mosaics of fragments of other duplicated sequences (Bailey et al., 2002) . This complicated organization makes the determination of the evolutionary history of segmental duplications a challenging problem. One model that has been proposed to explain the observed mosaic organization (reviewed in Bailey and Eichler, 2006 ) is a * To whom correspondence should be addressed. two-step model. In the first step, primary duplications are created by the duplication and aggregation of multiple sequences at a single genomic locus. These primary duplication then seed multiple secondary duplications at other loci (Fig. 1) . A similar two-step model involving extrachromosomal intermediates explains similar complex mosaics of duplications that are observed in cancer genomes (Raphael and Pevzner, 2004; Windle and Wahl, 1992) .
The study of the duplication process in human evolution and cancer motivates the problem of defining an appropriate measure of similarity between two strings containing duplicated segments. Surprisingly, there has been little work on this problem. Duplications have been studied in the context of whole-genome duplication (Alekseyev and Pevzner, 2007; El-Mabrouk and Sankoff, 2003) , computing reversal distance in the presence of gene families (Chen et al., 2005; El-Mabrouk, 2002) , and in the reconciliation of gene trees and species trees in the presence of orthologous and paralogous genes (Arvestad et al., 2004) . However, none of these methods are appropriate for the study of the organization of segmental duplications. Here we introduce a new measure, duplication distance, that is defined as the most parsimonious sequence of duplication events that constructs a target string through repeated insertions of substrings of a source string. This measure allows for insertions at arbitrary positions in the target string including the insertion of duplicated segments inside the previously inserted substrings. We describe a dynamic programming algorithm to compute the duplication distance between two strings in polynomial time.
We use the duplication distance to analyze segmental duplications in the human genome. We identify numerous examples of segmental duplications that are formed from nested insertions of fragments from other segmental duplications. Moreover, we identify a small subset of segmental duplications that seed many other duplications in the genome, lending support to the two-step model of segmental duplication. Finally, we identify segments containing duplicated material that are derived from multiple primary duplications.
METHODS
We describe our novel duplication distance model of segmental duplication in Section 2.1. Then, in Section 2.2, we give a polynomial-time algorithm for computing duplication distance between signed strings.
Duplication distance
The duplication distance from a source string X to a target string Y is a measure of similarity that attempts to describe the most parsimonious duplication scenario in which segments of X are duplicated and arranged to build Y . Duplication distance, then, is an asymmetric distance measure defined between two signed strings X and Y , where the set of characters appearing in X contains the set of characters appearing in Y . Fig. 1 . The two-step duplication model. The complex organization of segmental duplications is hypothesized to result from the duplication and aggregation of many ancestral duplicons in primary duplication blocks that seed later secondary duplication blocks (Bailey and Eichler, 2006) . Dashed arrows indicate that some segments are duplicated intact but are disrupted by the subsequent insertion of other segments inside them. (Fig. 2) .
The duplication distance from a source string X to a target string Y , denoted D X (Y ), is the minimum length of a sequence of duplicate operations needed to build the string Y . Note that D X (Y ) ≤|Y |, where |Y | denotes the length of Y .
In the next section, we describe an efficient dynamic programming algorithm for computing duplication distance in the case where X is nonambiguous, meaning it has at most one copy of any character, yielding the following theorem. 
Algorithm to compute duplication distance
In our presentation, we shall distinguish between substrings and subsequences of a given string; a substring is a contiguous sequence of characters within the string whereas the characters of a subsequence need not be contiguous. Note that, given a string Z, a substring of Z is also a subsequence of Z, but a subsequence need not be a substring. First, we define some terminology. We derive a recurrence for computing duplication distance based on the following observation. Consider a source string X, a target string Y and a sequence of duplicate operations of the form δ s i ,t i ,p i (X) that produce Y . The substrings of X that are duplicated during the construction of Y appear as mutually non-overlapping subsequences of Y . This is because if two substrings a and b are copied from X and inserted into Y in succession, then after a has been inserted into Y , b can either be inserted before a, after a or inside a in Y . This argument can be extended for any sequence of duplicate operations; as each segment is inserted into Y in succession, we maintain the invariant that the inserted segments remain mutually non-overlapping in Y .
We formalize this property in the following definition. Every sequence of duplicate operations that builds Y from the empty string corresponds to a feasible set whose cardinality is equal to the length of the sequence of operations. Moreover, given a feasible set of subsequences of Y whose cardinality is k, we can construct the corresponding sequence of k duplicate operations that builds Y from X in which each member of the feasible set is duplicated in one operation using an insertionsort-like algorithm in O(k 2 ) time. Therefore, a minimum-cardinality feasible set of subsequences of Y will correspond to the minimum-length sequence of duplicate operations.
We now present an efficient dynamic programming algorithm to compute the cardinality of the smallest feasible set of subsequences of Y . It is straightforward to augment the algorithm also to compute the feasible set itself.
Consider a source string X and a target string Y , and let Y s,t denote the substring of Y beginning at index s and ending at index t. 
If we compute the minimum-cardinality feasible set of subsequences of Y s,t , there are two possibilities to consider: (i) the characters at indices s and t in Y belong to different subsequences in the feasible set, or (ii) the characters at indices s and t in Y belong to the same subsequence in the feasible set (Fig. 3) .
In the first case, we can find the optimal partition of the string Y s,t into two substrings since we have already computed the value of d(Y i,j ) for all substrings of Y s,t . In the second case, we know that one element of the minimum-cardinality feasible set is a subsequence whose first character is y s and whose last character is y t . Because we assume that X is non-ambiguous (i.e. X has at most one copy of any character), there is at most one substring of X that begins with y s and ends with y t and that corresponds to a subsequence of Y s,t . We denote this substring by X s,t . Note that this substring may be undefined if the substring of X starting at character y s and ending at character y t is not a subsequence of Y s,t . Given the string X s,t , there is a corresponding subsequence σ of Y s,t such that σ = X s,t . If X s,t is duplicated in one operation and σ is an element of the minimum-cardinality feasible set, then d(Y s,t ) will equal one plus the duplication distance from X to each of the maximal strings in between successive characters of σ , defined as follows. Recall that because Y s,t may contain multiple copies of some characters, there may be multiple placements of the string X s,t in Y s,t , i.e. instances of the same character sequence occurring at different indices in Y s,t (Fig. 4) . Therefore, we compute, over all placements of X s,t in Y s,t , the sum of the value of d(Y i,j ) for each internal string of a placement of X s,t .
We define the set S(X s,t ) as the set of subsequences of Y s,t corresponding to placements of X s,t , and we express the full recurrence as follows. 
Note that in computing the recurrence in Equation (1) Note that our algorithm also works when we allow duplicate reversal operations on signed strings, i.e. duplicate operations in which the copied substring of X is inverted before being inserted into Y . In order to allow for duplicate reversals, it suffices to allow the substring X s,t to be defined in either orientation: that is, either y s occurs before y t in X or −y t occurs before −y s in X.
RESULTS
We applied our duplication distance algorithm to analyze the relationships between segmental duplications in the human genome. We used data from Jiang et al. (2007) who identified 4692 short segments, called ancestral duplicons, that are repeated multiple times in the human reference genome (hg17, May 2004), and 437 larger segments, called duplication blocks, that are complex mosaics of duplicons. We enumerated the duplicons according to their location in the genome, and aligned each duplication block to all duplicons using Nucmer (Kurtz et al., 2004) thereby representing each duplication block as a signed string in the alphabet of integers between −4692 and +4692. This process yielded a total of 429 duplication blocks, as 8 blocks could not be aligned to duplicons.
Pairwise duplication distances
In order to analyze segmental duplications, we defined a normalized duplication distance. Our normalized distance relaxes some of the requirements in Theorem 2.2. In particular, to compute the normalized distance from a source string to a target string, we allow the source string to be ambiguous and we allow for characters in the target string that do not appear in the source string.
For an ordered pair (B i , B j ) of duplication blocks, we identify all the characters that are in B j but that do not appear in B i , denoted {B j }\{B i }. We then define a non-ambiguous string S ij by deleting all but one copy of any repeated characters in B i and concatenating the result with a string composed of the characters of {B j }\{B i } alternating with 'dummy characters.' The string S ij is a non-ambiguous subsequence of B i augmented to contain all the characters in B j . Thus, S ij and B j are a suitable source-target string pair between which we can compute a duplication distance.
We define the normalized duplication distance D (i,j) between B i and B j by
otherwise. Note that for all B i and
, the number of duplicate operations necessary to build B j from the source string S ij is equal to the length of B j , indicating that strings S ij and B j do not share conserved subsequences of length greater than one. The normalized duplication distance allows us to compare segmental duplications regardless of their size by mitigating the effect that longer target strings will tend to have larger duplication distances than shorter target strings even when both share many subsequences with a source string. Note that because duplication distance is not a symmetric measure,
We found that of the 183 612 pairwise distances computed, 94 543 or ∼ 51%, had normalized duplication distances strictly less than one, demonstrating that many segmental duplications are related. The minimum normalized duplication distance value obtained was 0.5 and occurred between source duplication block chr3:75361884-75839295 and target duplication block chr1:219025923-219082537. Figure 5 shows the relationship between these two blocks and identifies several segments of the source block that were copied into the target block in the most parsimonious duplication scenario. Several of the duplicated segments from the source block are noncontiguous in the target block, and instead are inside (Definition 2.3) one another. This pattern of nested insertions was common: among the 94 543 pairwise normalized duplication distances strictly less than one, 4703 (≈ 5%) exhibited nested insertions. Moreover, if we define the closest source block B i * for each duplication block B j by i * = argmin i D (i,j), then 43 out of 429 (≈ 10%) of duplication blocks exhibited nested insertions from their closest source block.
Relationships between duplication blocks
The two-step model of duplication (Fig. 1) proposes that some duplication blocks are built by successive aggregation of duplicons, and then fragments of these seeding blocks are duplicated to create other duplication blocks. Thus, we expected that seeding blocks would have significant numbers of other duplication blocks at close duplication distance. Using the pairwise distances D between all ordered pairs of the 429 duplication blocks, we discovered a small cadre of duplication blocks that had many close neighbors using the following approach. First, we identified the distance d 0.005 at which exactly 0.5% of the pairwise distances were less or equal to than this value (i.e. 99.5% of the pairwise distances were > d 0.005 ). Next, we identified the duplication blocks B i which have more than 3.5% of the other 428 duplication blocks within distance d 0.005 , a 7-fold enrichment of close duplication blocks. Formally, we defined a duplication block B i to be a seeding block if |{B j |j = i and D (i,j) ≤ d 0.005 }|≥ 0.035(428) =14. We call the set of duplication blocks {B j |j = i and D (i,j) ≤ d 0.005 } the neighbors of B i . Thus, a neighbor B j of a seeding block B i is significantly closer to B i -in duplication distance-than B j is to other duplication blocks on average. Moreover, the duplication scenario in which B j is constructed from a seeding block B i by a series of duplicate operations is more parsimonious than the duplication scenario in which B j is constructed via duplications of individual duplicons.
We represented the relationships between seeding blocks and their respective neighbors in a directed graph G = (V ,E) . The vertices V of G are the seeding blocks and the neighbors of seeding blocks, and there is a directed edge (B i ,B j ) ∈ E if and only if B i is a seeding block and B j is a neighbor of B i . The graph (Fig. 6 ) therefore, consists of several star subgraphs, where the center vertex of each star is a seeding block.
The graph reveals complex relationships between seeding blocks and their respective neighbors. In particular, some seeding blocks are neighbors of other seeding blocks. Moreover, some vertices in the graph have in-degree greater than one. These vertices correspond to duplication blocks that are close in duplication distance to multiple seeding blocks.
In some instances, a duplication scenario that involves duplicates from two seeding blocks in the creation of a single target string is more parsimonious (i.e. lower total duplication distance) than a duplication scenario that considers only one seeding block. For example, there exist two seeding blocks that provide parsimonious duplication scenarios for duplication block chr9:67819772-68015022 (Fig. 7) . Furthermore, because segments from each of the seeding blocks are nested inside segments from the other seeding block, our analysis suggests the possibility that the target block was seeded by both source blocks contemporaneously.
DISCUSSION
We introduced a novel measure called duplication distance that describes the minimum number of duplications necessary to create a target string by repeated insertions of fragments of a source string, and described an efficient algorithm for computing duplication distance.
Our analysis of human segmental duplications revealed insights into the relationships between some duplication blocks, but is only a first step in the comprehensive analysis of the evolutionary history of segmental duplications. Jiang et al. (2007) also considered the problem of determining the phylogenetic relationship between segmental duplications. They represented each duplication block by a binary vector indicating the presence or absence of ancestral duplicons and performed hierarchical clustering on these binary vectors. However, this approach ignored the order and orientation of duplicons within each duplication block, and the subsequences of duplicons that are shared between multiple duplication blocks. We expect that duplication distance will provide a more refined phylogenetic analysis. Indeed, we have seen that there are many non-trivial patterns of conserved duplicons between pairs of duplication blocks implying that deriving the ancestral relationships . Duplication distance analysis reveals that duplication block chr9:67819772-68015022 is derived from two seeding blocks. The duplication distance from seeding block chr9:83-193762 is 100 which equals a normalized distance of 0.77. The duplication distance from seeding block chr9_random:86450-271291 is 103 which equals a normalized distance of 0.79. However, there is a duplication scenario with 89 duplicate operationswhich is equal to a normalized duplication distance of 0.68-when both seeding blocks are used alternatingly, supporting the hypothesis that both of these seeding blocks contribute to the formation of the target block.
between duplication blocks requires an analysis of their shared subsequences-not just the amount of shared duplicon content. Further improvements in our duplication distance algorithm, such as relaxing the assumptions that the source string is non-ambiguous and the target string is initially empty are possible and will lead to improved representations of the relationships between segmental duplications. Finally, cancer genomes are known to harbor extensive duplications of genomic segments (Albertson et al., 2003) in a very complex architecture (Raphael et al., 2003 (Raphael et al., , 2008 Volik et al., 2006) . We expect that duplication distance will prove useful in future studies of the duplication architecture of cancer genomes, studies that are becoming possible by cancer genome sequencing projects now in progress.
